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Stakeholders
Everyone associated  
with a vineyard’s business 
including:
Employees
Family members
Directors
Contractors
Transport
Advisors
Accreditation
Bankers
Accountant & Bookkeepers
Legal advisors
Insurance brokers
Agents
and more…

Facets
All mappable features  
of a vineyard:
General Location
Vineyard Overview Plan
Vineyard Block Plans 
Irrigation & control
Variety & planting schedules

Trellis detail 
Environmental features
Roads & Infrastructure
Drainage
Airborne reconnaissance
Future re-development 
plantings
and more…

MFR
The digital PDF Map Film 
Roll file encompassing 
the particular map frames 
the intended stakeholder 
concerned is authorised  
to see.

Scalable
By adding on layers of  
detail and complexity  
created over time.

Asymmetric
Not all vineyard data  
layers are authorised  
for everyone to see.

Spatial depiction and mapping 
are the simplest and most 
effective ways of defining what’s 
most important to everyone 
(Stakeholders) in contact with 
all aspects (Facets) of vineyard 
operations and business.

Accessibility is assured by digitally storing vineyard data 
as a Map Film Roll (MFR) of page frames within a PDF 
file suitable for viewing on phone, tablet or desktop 
device.

Cardiness property Maps are Scalable and Asymmetric.

Ease of communication and efficiency measures are vital 
productivity components in the dynamic and connected 
business world we live in today.

VINEYARD PROPERTY  
MAPPING
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Property Mapping built on a digital 
base takes many forms; each with 
greater or lesser detail depending 
on the needs and objectives of 
each vineyard manager.

We have structured our mapping service product range  
to ensure our Base Module complies with Freshcare’s  
M1.2 criteria.

To minimise cost, this module utilises readily available 
public domain type online map imagery as the foundation 
layer. To produce the Map our process is purely desktop 
and we “let the fingers do the walking”.

All we need to get under way is an emailed enquiry 
including a copy of the vineyard block’s Council rate 
notice and from there we can define the scale of the task 
with minimal on-line liaison, and prepare a Base Module 
quotation for acceptance. Then, we can quickly and cost 
effectively draft up a Property Plan suitable for Freshcare 
compliance using purely desktop resources including 
Zoom collaboration, screen-sharing and straightforward 
inexpensive software solutions to prepare a convenient  
to use PDF file of the finished Property Plan. 

Depending on the scale and complexity of the vineyard 
being mapped; plus the extent of collaboration desired, 
we can deliver a Property Map within a day or two of a 
confirmed order.

A range of more complex mapping layers can be added to 
the Base Module foundation layer refining in greater detail 
fixed infrastructure, long-term redevelopment schemes, 
seasonal survey depiction and vine planting information 
depending on the needs of the vineyard manager and 
stakeholders.

For Clients with a number of Vineyards spread over a wider 
geographical area, we would produce a Vineyard Map for 
each separate Vineyard inclusive of an overall Location 
map showing all Vineyards.

Each Vineyard Map could include the following pages:

• Preliminary explanatory information and overall Location 
Map,

• An Overview Map of the entire vineyard,

• A summary tabulation of vineyard statistics for all blocks 
within a vineyard,

• A graphical chart depicting the proportion of each wine 
grape variety for the vineyard,

• A set of information pages for each vineyard block 
within the vineyard depicting:
 - Block configuration detail,
 - Irrigation detail,
 - Vine number per row tabulation as “Bible” detail,
 - Block Note page recording historical detail for the 

block,
 - and more as required.

As you know, we are Vignerons with a technical 
background and the experience to deliver an important 
operational tool to Clients in a convenient and affordable 
package. 

Email John at john@cardiness.com to start the 
conversation.


